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UK  

BG Group announced first gas production from the Jasmine field in the UK North Sea on 20 

November. The company holds a 30.5% interest in the field, partnered by ConocoPhillips 

(operator, 36.5%) and Eni (33%). Once on plateau, Jasmine is expected to contribute around 

30,000 boe/d net to BG Group. Jasmine is the largest discovery to come onstream in the North 

Sea since the giant Buzzard field began production in 2007. The project comprises a 24 – slot 

wellhead platform with bridge – linked accommodation. The field is a high pressure, high 

temperature gas – condensate reservoir, which is located in blocks 30/6 and 30/7a of the central 

North Sea. 

 

Russia & Central Asia 

Rosneft has approved the business plan outlining the integrated development of the Cenomanian 

PK 1 and Turonian layers of gas reserves in the Kharampur field. Phase 1 of the project 

envisages the production of more than 190bn cm of natural gas from the field, with first gas 

targeted in 2017. The main Phase 1 target is the Cenomanian layer, from which some 8bn cm/y 

of gas will be produced. A further 1bn cm/y will be produced from the Turonian layer, which 

will require the development and use of a number of new technologies, according to the 

company. A decision on Phase 2 of the project, envisaging annual production of some 24bn cm 

of gas, is to be made in 2018. 

 

Asia – Pacific 

Myanmar is understood to have received bids from some 30 companies, including international 

oil majors and state – owned oil and gas companies, under its first offshore licensing round. A 

total of 30 blocks – 11 in shallow water and 19 deepwater – had been put out to tender. 

International bidders included BG Group, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Mitsui Oil Exploration, Shell, 

Statoil and Woodside, as well as PTT Exploration and Production, Petronas, OIL and Reliance 

Industries. The 11 shallow – water blocks offered included three located in the Rakhine offshore 

area, three in the Moattama offshore area and five in the Tanintharyi offshore area. Of the 19 

deepwater blocks put out to tender, 12 were located in the Rakhine area, three in Moattama and 

five in Tanintharyi. 

 

PetroChina has opened its LNG terminal in Caofeidian, Tangshan, China. The facility has a 

nameplate capacity of 3.5mn t/y in the first phase, with the potential to increase to 10mn t/y. 

PetroChina holds a 51% stake in the project, partnered by Beijing Enterprises (29%) and Hong 

Kong base China Suntien Green Energy (20%). The first commissioning cargo arrived aboard 

the Q-Flex carrier Al – Gharrafa from Qatar. 

 

Mitsubishi is reported to have stated that the 2.1mn t/y Donggi – Senoro LNG project in central 

Sulawesi, Indonesia, will not come onstream until March 2015. Production was due to start in 

Indonesia struggles to keep up with increasing domestic energy demand. Project partners are 

Pertamina, Medco Energi and Kogas. 

 

The proposed floating LNG (FLNG) project at the Scarborough gas field, in Western Australia’s 

Carnarvon Basin, has secured approval from the Australian Environment Minister Greg Hunt, 



reports Platts. The project is a 50:50 joint venture between ExxonMobil (operator) and BHP 

Billiton, and is expected to produce between 6mn and 7mn t/y of LNG from five trains. The 

floating facility will measure some 495 metres in length, making it bigger than the 488 metre 

FLNG vessel currently under construction in South Korea for Shell’s Prelude project 

development in Australia’s Browse Basin. First production is currently expected in 2020 – 2021.  

 

Eastern Europe 

International law firm Akin Gump has advised Lukoil Neftohim Burgas, a Bulgarian subsidiary 

of Russia’s Lukoil, in a €420mn financing to upgrade its oil refinery in Bourgas, Bulgaria, 

including the construction of a heavy – residue hydro cracking complex. The project is reported 

to be one of the largest financings to a private company operating in the fuel and energy sector in 

Bulgaria to date. Financing was provided by BNP Paribas (Suisse), ING Bank, Societe Generale 

and UniCredit; backed by SACE, the Italian export credit agency. 

 

Europe 

Russian company Rosneft and Italy’s Eni have signed a term sheet on mutual crude supply and a 

heads of agreement on logistics opportunities. According to the term sheet Rosneft will supply 

crude oil to the PCK Schwedt refinery in Germany and Ceska Rafinerska refinery in the Czech 

Republic, in both of which Eni holds interests. In return, Eni will supply seaborne crude to the 

Ruhr Oel refineries in Germany, in which Rosneft holds 50% stakes. The two companies are also 

looking to jointly develop a logistics hub in the Venice area of Italy. 

 

World 

Driven by recent discoveries of gas reserves in several countries, the global gas – generator set 

(genset) market is forecast to increase from $3.3bn in 2013 to $6bn in 2020, at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8.9% according to research and consulting firm GlobalData. The 

North American region gas – genset market, with 33% followed by Latin America and the Asia – 

Pacific, with respective shares of 30% and 20%. The US is expected to continue to the dominant 

player during the forecast period, since the discovery and exploration of shale gas reserves have 

helped lower gas prices and therefore further driven the market for gas – generator sets. 

 

Africa 

ConocoPhillips is reported to have sold its Algerian business unit to Pertamina for $1.75bn. 

 

Brazil’s 12
th

 bidding round results 

Petrobras has acquired, alone or in partnership, 49 blocks out of the 50 for which the company 

presented offers under the 12
th

 bidding round held in late November by the Brazilian National 

Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuel’s Agency (ANP). Among the blocks acquired, 22 were in 

partnership, with 16 of these to be operated by Petrobras and six by partners. The value of 

signature bonus to be paid by Petrobras is BRL$120mn ($51.7mn), in addition to BRL$23mn to 

be paid by partners. The sum of these (BRL$143mn) corresponds to 87% of the total bonus to be 

collected in the round. 

 

The blocks offered in the 12
th

 bidding round are located in a mixture of new exploration frontiers 

and mature basins. Among the new frontier basins, located in areas with little geologic 

information or technological barriers to be overcome, Petrobras has invested primarily in the 



Parana and Acre – Madre de Dios Basins, seeking to identify new producing provinces with a 

focus on natural gas. In the mature Sergipe – Alagoas and Reconcavo Basins, Petrobras 

purchased all 39 blocks for which it submitted a proposal. 

 

EU shale gas production could add 1mn jobs 

The development of shale gas in Europe could add as many as one million jobs to the economy, 

make industry more competitive and decrease the region’s dependence on energy imports, 

according to a new study commissioned by the International Association of Oil & Gas Producers 

(OGP) and carried out by Poyry Management Consulting and Cambridge Econometrics. The 

study quantifies how much Europe’s economy could benefit from domestic shale gas production, 

suggesting it could add a total of between €1.7tn and €3.8tn to the economy between 2020 and 

2050. 

 

The study modeled the impact of domestic shale gas development on the economy of the EU – 

28, using three different scenarios, each with differing production levels. According to the 

results, shale gas operations could trigger the creation of between 400,000 and 800,000 new jobs 

by 2035, and between 600,000 to 1.1mn by 2050. Many of these jobs would be in the industries 

most affected by Europe’s crisis – and would be in net addition to any new jobs generated by 

other sectors, including the renewable energy industry. 

 

Domestic production could reduce dependence on gas imports to between 62% and 78%, down 

from an otherwise predicted 89% of demand in 2035. The less Europe spends on energy imports, 

the more it can invest internally, stimulating national and local economies. Between 2020 and 

2050, investment in the EU could increase by €191bn, while tax revenues could increase by 

€1.2tn, suggests the study. Indigenous gas production could also reduce energy prices compared 

with a no – shale gas scenario. Relatively lower prices would increase the income available to 

households and reduce costs for industry, making European products more competitive 

internationally. 

 

Iran deal to have limited impact on oil market 

A six – month agreement has been made in Geneva between Western powers and Iran, under 

which Iran has agreed to curb some of its nuclear activities in return for about $7bn (£4.3bn) in 

sanctions relief. As part of the agreement, Iran has reportedly agreed to stop enriching uranium 

beyond 5%, and to ‘neutralise’ its stockpile of uranium enriched beyond this point. It will also 

provide greater access to inspectors, including daily access at the Natanz and Fordo nuclear – 

related sanctions implemented for a six – month period if Iran sticks by the accord and Iran will 

also receive sanctions relief worth about $7bn (£4.3bn). 

 

While the deal will help lower geopolitical tensions across the Middle East region, it is expected 

to have a limited effect on the shore – term oil market as many of the major restrictions on oil 

exports under the European Union’s (EU) oil embargo remain in place. These include restrictions 

on sales of refined petroleum products to Iran and against long – term investments in Iran’s 

energy sector. The deal also holds Iran’s crude exports at the current level of 1mn b/d, 

significantly lower than the pre – sanctions level of 2.5mn b/d. 

 



However, the lifting of EU sanctions on providing Iranian oil carriers with insurance and 

reinsurance ‘will make it easier for buyers to purchase Iranian crude’, notes market analyst 

Douglas – Westwood. ‘They can now access insurance for shipping cargoes, meaning the 37mn 

barrels of oil loaded in Iranian tankers stranded at sea may now more easily be absorbed by the 

market. Meanwhile, Asian importers are now more likely to maintain Iranian import levels as 

sanction waivers become easier to obtain.’ 

 

The real impact of Iran’s potential return to the market will only become clear in six month’s 

time if the current agreement is extended to allow no limit on export sales. At such a time, the 

Iranian oil industry will have substantial work to do in order to ramp up production to pre – 

sanction levels, which may open up a number of opportunities for the international oilfield 

services sector. 

 

 


